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Tinker Bell, Featured Fairy
or Featured Mermaids
Tinker Bell (“Tink”) is Peter Pan’s fairy. She is full-size and able to speak English when talking to the
audience, but two inches tall and only able to speak through bells while in scenes. This actor must be a
confident singer and actor as Tinker Bell is the narrator and has several singing solo parts.
Featured Fairies are Tinker Bell’s friends. Silvermist is sweet and supportive. Rosetta has southern
charm. Fawn is spunky and fun. Iridessa is the most cautious and sensible. Lyria is delicate and
inquisitive. And Vidia can’t believe she has to put with being in someone else’s story.
Featured Mermaids are native to Never Land live in Mermaid Lagoon. They are very friendly to Peter but
resentful of Wendy when she arrives. The mermaids include Aquata, Andrina, A
 rista, A
 tina, Adella and
Allana.
Song: You Can Fly/Fly to Your Heart (part 2) - All parts from m. 25 (about 0:35 in to song to the end)
beginning with Tinker Bell’s solo “watch all flowers dance with the wind”, then Fairies part at m. 43, the
ALL parts and Group 1 parts until the end
Sides:
(For Tinker Bell – read Tinker Bells lines. For Featured Fairy or Mermaid, read Tinker Bell in Side 1 and
Featured Fairy in Side 2.)
Side 1 Tinker Bell: There’s one more thing you should know. Although you see me as a normal-sized girl, I’m
really just a two-inch-tall- fairy…which is why my voice sounds like bells to most humans!
Now, I really shouldn’t have pulled Wendy’s hair, but she was going to tell Peter more stories about
himself! Peter Pan is an excellent boy, but he can be very conceited.
---------------------------Side 2 Tinker Bell: No! Hook promised not to touch him! Fairies! Help me!
Featured Fairy: Why didn’t you call sooner?
Tinker Bell: I was embarrassed.
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Featured Fairy: Tink, why did you tell Hook where Peter Pan was
hiding? And since when does a Fairy get jealous of a human?!? Maybe we should discuss how you can
avoid situations like this in the future? You were jealous of Wendy because you want to be the best at
everything, but you have your talents too, okay?
Tinker Bell: NO TIME NOW! OPEN THE JAR! We can’t just tell the story, we have to SAVE it!

